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203 pp. $24.95Regardless of where you find yourself at
the moment while reading these lines,
visually inspect your surroundings and
you will see signs of life. I ask you now
to, for a moment, imagine planet Earth
devoid of all plant and animal life. For all
the desolation such an image will conjure
in your mind, such an Earth would still be
teeming with life—life unseen, microbial
life. Yet, attempt to imagine an Earth
without microbes and then, indeed, you
will have to confront a lifeless planet.
Microbial activities throughout much of
our planet’s history yielded the setting
propitious for the evolution of plants and
animals, the setting that we constantly
appreciate in our daily lives. This wonder-
ful and awe-inspiring universe of the
microbes, unseen creatures that have
shaped the planet such that we may live
in it, is engagingly presented by Paul G.
Falkowski in a remarkable text entitled
Life’s Engines: HowMicrobes Made Earth
Habitable.
What is it that makes this text remark-
able? In the opening pages, the author
pointedly notes two major deficiencies
of many past and present textbooks of
biology. First, microbes have been largely
forgotten. ‘‘.I realized that books on
biology, which were assigned to me in
college, mostly ignored microbes, except
as carriers of disease.’’. Second, and
perhaps much more importantly, in their
effort of to be comprehensive, such text-
books end up being intensely soporific,
efficient cures for insomnia. ‘‘The biology
texts I was required to read were not
only inaccessible, they were downright
boring. I couldn’t understand how one
could take such an exciting subject, the
study of life, and turn it into something
so filled with irrelevant jargon.’’ In bringing
these two problems of textbooks to the
fore early on, the author is—intentionally
or not—setting himself up to the challenge
of coming up with something radically
different. Without a doubt, he has suc-
ceeded in doing that. I, for one, fully agreewith his assessment that the most widely
used textbooks of biology are indeed
quite boring. Over the years, I have stead-
fastly refused to use textbooks in my
teaching, aside from placing a copy or
two on ‘‘reserve shelves,’’ where they
tend to gather dust. But Life’s Engines is
different, and I most likely will make this
book required reading for my courses in
the future. Not since I read the text that
would propel me into my lifelong study
of microbes (Gunther Stent’s Molecular
Genetics, an Introductory Narrative) in
the early 1970s have I been so completely
taken by a textbook of biology.
The book’s success is based on its utter
simplicity. It tells the story of the history of
life on our planet from a very personal
perspective. Coming from the heart, as it
is, the story is not constrained by order,
though there is certainly a nice progres-
sion in the way the story unfolds. Thus,
you will be transported from a vessel
exploring microbial life in the depths of
the Black Sea to Istanbul, admiring
Turkish rugs. As merchants ‘‘unroll’’ rugsCell 163, Sdepicting biblical stories, you will be
reminded that ‘‘evolution’’ means ‘‘to
unroll.’’ But, understanding the origin of
life on Earth will not come from stories
depicted on those rugs. Rather, the
perspective of scientific study of the
evolution of microbes will be needed.
And so your voyage will lead you through
Darwin’s fascination with fossils and the
age of the Earth, and you will accompany
Darwin on the Beagle and through his
musings on the origin of life. And suddenly
you will encounter Miller and Urey making
amino acids from ammonia, methane,
hydrogen, and a spark. All of this beauti-
fully sets the stage for the simple fact
that the unifying concept in biology,
evolution, developed for over a century
without including microbes that had
been on Earth for billions of years before
the first animal evolved. And that is just
the first chapter, making the reader yearn
to ‘‘meet the microbes and see how they
played an outsized role in making this
planet function. Without microbes, we
would not be here.’’
Because of their size and their invisi-
bility, microbes—the oldest residents
of Earth—are relative newcomers as
subjects of study. Following the same
narrative style that introduced the fact
that microbes were largely absent from
the early development of evolutionary
thought, Falkowski comprehensively re-
lates the key roles that microbes have
played in Earth’s history. In this fashion,
we explore early lens crafters and micro-
scopes and launch into the history of
microbiology. From simple observation
to cultivation to molecular analyses, we
are swept along three centuries to the rev-
olutionary change in worldview brought
about by Carl Woese’s approach to
re-drawing the ‘‘Tree of Life.’’ From this
universal phylogeny, it is easy to visualize
the dominance of microbes in the diver-
sity of life and to pose the question
of when life originated. And so, you will
take a fresh look at the composition of
rocks and go back 3.5 billion years to
the beginning of life, of life microbial.
You will then be ready to explore the
function of those Life’s Engines cells
from an evolutionary perspective. And
we all know that ‘‘nothing in biology
makes sense except in the light of evolu-
tion.’’ Even if you feel that you know all
there is to be known about cell biology,eptember 24, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 15
I assure you that you will find amazing
surprises in this gem of a book—not the
least of which, I think, is the story of
the history of the processes that led
to the oxygenation of our atmosphere.
Take a deep breath, appreciate the oxy-
gen, and thank the microbes.
Here’s a suggestion. I was so enthralled
by this book from the get-go that I invite16 Cell 163, September 24, 2015 ª2015 Elseyou have a short taste of it. These days,
it is easy to access some pages of almost
any new book online. I know from having
done this myself that the Prologue to
this book is readily available. I suggest
you take a look inside and savor this sec-
tion. In it, you will discover a young boy
who became fascinated with guppies
and green algae ‘‘all because of a chancevier Inc.encounter by my nosey, loquacious
mother with a couple of graduate stu-
dents in an elevator.’’ This boy grew up
driven by a curiosity about the world
around him and has now decided to share
his life experience with all of us lucky
enough to get our hands on this book.
After reading the Prologue, I am pretty
sure you will want to read the whole thing.Roberto Kolter1,*
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